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The lobby desk in one of the American Copper residential towers in New York City.

An icon in the making, the American Copper Buildings in New York City’s
Midtown neighborhood have been designed inside and out by SHoP Architects
with a sharp attention-to-detail and commitment to creating a sense of relaxed
luxury on New York’s East River edge.

One of two grand lobbies with soaring 25-foot high ceilings that overlook the SCAPEdesigned garden park and fountain.

After several design plans, SHoP Architects created a 825,000 square foot
winner—dual copper-clad residential towers that feature the first major skybridge
in New York in 80 years. Accomplishing this design feat, including an indoor 75foot lap pool, lounge, bar, catering kitchen, juice bar, playroom, and an open
studio—all part of the three-story skybridge—took close and careful collaboration
with JDS Development Group to bring the designs from the abstract to the
concrete. Each tower has over 300 matchless residential layouts with views of
the Empire State Building, the Manhattan Skyline, and its neighboring East River.

Each residence features floor-to-ceiling windows, and custom kitchens, lighting and oak
floors.

Two palatial lobbies with 25-foot high ceilings lead to a SCAPE Landscape
Architecture-designed garden park and fountain, while a porte cochère gives way
to an on-site valet parking service. Once inside, residents can enjoy a rooftop
infinity pool, Turkish-style hammam, and a double-height fitness center with
climbing wall. For the individual living spaces, SHoP Architects outfitted interiors
with floor-to-ceiling windows with custom shades, private terraces in select
residences, and custom-designed oak floors, lighting and full kitchens.

A view of a residential unit’s kitchen, each outfitted with Miele appliances, Statuary
marble countertops and backsplash, and a custom SHoP Architects-designed island.

It’s safe to say that the American Copper Buildings are one of the most exciting
architecture and interior projects in the zeitgeist right now. SHoP Architects’
Gregg Pasquarelli explains about the sheer excitement surrounding this
monumental project that, “it can be built, and it’s iconic, it’s good business, and
it’s smart.”

Master baths feature Statuary marble wall tile in a herringbone pattern, crocodile marble
slab accent walls, rain showerheads, black pearl stone floors, and custom European oak
accents and light sconces with antique brass detail.
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